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Intelligent display films with tunable color emission
based on a supermolecular architecture†
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Lin Song Li,*b David G. Evansa and Xue Duana

Multi-color emission materials (especially white light) have broad applications in optoelectronics, light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) and optical devices. This work describes the fabrication of multicolor and white-

light-emitting ultrathin films (UTFs) with 2D architecture based on CdTe quantum dots (QDs: red or

green emission), an organic chromophore (BTBS: blue emission) and MgAl layered double hydroxide

(LDH) nanosheets via the layer-by-layer assembly method. The hybrid UTFs possess a periodic long-range

ordered layered structure, which is verified by X-ray diffraction. By rational selection of the building unit

and control of the assembly sequence, the luminescence color of the resulting UTFs can be precisely

tuned throughout the whole visible-light region. Especially, finely controlled white-light emission was

successfully achieved with the color coordinates at (0.322, 0.324), rather close to the standard

coordinates of white light (0.333, 0.333). In addition, the QDs–BTBS–LDH UTF displays intelligent

photoluminescence behavior, i.e., white, orange, or red emission can be obtained for the same UTF by

changing the excitation light. Therefore, this work provides a facile approach for accurate fabrication of

multi-color/white-light photoemission UTFs, which is expected to be used in full-color displays, sensing

and intelligent response.
Introduction

Multi-color emission materials1–7 (especially white-light emis-
sion8–11) have been intensively studied as excellent candidates in
bioimaging, illumination, microlasers and light emitting
diodes (LEDs). Conventional strategies to develop multiplexed
emission generally rely on combination of three primary color
(red, green and blue) luminescence species (e.g., organic dyes
and rare-earth compounds).9–12 Although extensive progress has
been made, several problems remain not well-resolved for these
materials. For instance, the low luminous efficiency of organic
dyes,12 and deciency in full-color display of rare-earth
compounds13 severely affects their uorescence behavior.
Recently, quantum dots (QDs) have been investigated as
promising candidates in photonic and optoelectronic
devices,8,14–17 due to their excellent properties including high
quantum yields, good stability, wide excitation spectrum and
high spectral purity.18–20 However, bright, color-saturated blue
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QDs are rather rare owing to the expensive and complicated
synthesis process, which restricts the development of full-color
displays.21 Therefore, how to achieve multi-color emission
materials with the advantages of high purity and color satura-
tion throughout the whole visible-light region still remains a
challenging goal.

To date, several methods have been explored to fabricate
multi-color emission lms or devices, including spin-coating,22

baking23 and vacuum thermal deposition,24 but these conven-
tional route generally suffer from a lack of uniformity, low
efficiency, or aggregation-led quenching.15,25,26 Consequently, it
is highly essential to develop new materials or approaches for
the fabrication of multi- and white-color emission with largely
improved luminescence performance. Layered double hydrox-
ides (LDHs), whose structure can be expressed by the general
formula [M1�x

IIMx
III(OH)2]

z+An�
z/n$yH2O (MII and MIII are diva-

lent and trivalent metal ions respectively and An� is an anion),
are one important type of inorganic layered material which
possess high stability and versatility in chemical composi-
tion.27–36 The LDHs can be exfoliated into positively charged
monolayers that serve as building blocks for constructing
various 2D-organized functional nanocomposites via layer-by-
layer (LBL) techniques, which have been particularly investi-
gated in uorescence lms.37–41 In our previous work, we
reported the single- and multi-color ultrathin lms based on
LBL assembly of LDH monolayers and organic chromo-
phores.41,42 However, the uorescence intensity and precise
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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control of multi-color emission (especially white color) are still
not satisfactory. This inspires us to fabricate superior multi-
color lms by combination of QDs with organic chromophores
into an LDH layered matrix, so as to take the advantages of both
counterparts: (i) the incorporation of QDs and organic chro-
mophores would achieve high purity, color saturation and
favorable brightness; (ii) the multi-color and especially white-
light emission can be nely tailored throughout the whole
visible-light region, by virtue of the versatile single-color unit as
well as the facile assembly process.

In this work, we demonstrate the fabrication of multi-color
ultrathin lms (UTFs) via LBL assembly of LDH nanosheets with
green- and red-emitting CdTe QDs (dened as QD-530: emission
at �530 nm in solution with particle size of �2.5 nm; QD-620:
emission at �620 nm in solution with particle size of �4.0 nm)
and a blue-emitting organic compound, 2,20-(1,2-ethenediyl)bis-
[5-[[4-(diethylamino)-6-[(2,5-disulfophenyl)amino]-1,3,5-triazin-
2-yl]amino]benzenesulfonic acid] hexasodium salt (BTBS, illus-
trated in Scheme 1). The as-prepared UTFs display a periodic
long-range ordered structure and high dispersion of chromo-
phores within the LDH interlayer microenvironment. Based on
rational selection of the building units and control of the
assembly sequence, the color emission of UTFs can be precisely
tuned throughout the whole visible-light region; especially,
nely controlled white-light emission was successfully achieved.
These sophisticated UTFs exhibit largely improved uorescence
intensity, brightness and stability. In addition, the QDs–BTBS–
LDH hybrid UTF displays intelligent photoluminescence
behavior, i.e., white, orange, or red emission can be obtained for
the same UTF by changing the excitation light.
Results and discussion

In order to fabricate heterogeneous multi-color luminescent
UTFs, we employed the stepwise LBL assembly of individual
luminescent species and LDH nanosheets. Scheme 1 shows the
detailed assembly process of the multi-color UTFs system,
which involves the tuning of chromophore, assembly sequence
and bilayer number. With the purpose of achieving multi-color
UTFs with high purity and color saturation, the independent
Scheme 1 Schematic representation for the LBL fabrication of multilayer lumi-
nous UTFs: (a) BTBS (blue luminescence), (b) QD-530 (green luminescence;
particle size: �2.5 nm), (c) QD-620 (red luminescence; particle size: �4.0 nm), (d)
PSS, (e) LDH nanosheet and (f) quartz glass substrate.
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emission of each individual chromophore is rather important.
In our previous work,37 we have found Fluorescence Resonance
Energy Transfer (FRET) would occur within 13.94 nm between
CdTe QD-530 (green emission at �530 nm in solution) and QD-
620 (red emission at �620 nm in solution). In an effort to
inhibit possible FRET between adjacent photo-active species,
inert poly(sodium p-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) units were assem-
bled as spacers between two kinds of chromophore bilayers to
exclude the occurrence of FRET, so as to obtain independent
emission. We illustrate several multi-color as well as white-color
emission UTFs in the following section.

Assembly of mono-color luminescence UTFs

Serving as a primary color resource, the single blue (BTBS),
green (QD-530) and red (QD-620) units were assembled with
LDH nanosheets as described in our previous work (see details
in Fig. S1, S2, Table S1†).37,43 Fig. 1 displays the uorescence
emission spectra of (BTBS/LDH)n UTFs (lem: 440 nm), (QD-530/
LDH)n UTFs (lem: 533 nm) and (QD-620/LDH)n UTFs (lem: 630
nm), with a linear enhancement of maximal emission which
can be visually conrmed by their photographs under UV-light
irradiation (Fig. 1, insets). Additionally, the (BTBS/LDH)30, (QD-
530/LDH)30 and (QD-620/LDH)30 UTFs show bright blue, green
and red color with photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY)
of 9.7%, 10.6% and 5.8% respectively, which make them good
building units for the fabrication of multi-color UTFs.

Assembly of multi-color luminescent UTFs

Blue/green color emission. In order to achieve a gradual
color change from blue towards green, we carried out the
fabrication process by assembling QD-530/LDH units onto the
as-prepared (BTBS/LDH)12 for nely tunable photo-emission.
Fig. 1 Fluorescence spectra and photographs of UTFs under UV irradiation
(365 nm): (a) (BTBS/LDHs)n UTFs (n ¼ 3–30), (b) (QD-530/LDH)n UTFs (n ¼ 6–30),
(c) (QD-620/LDH)n UTFs (n ¼ 6–30). The insets show the fluorescence intensity
as a function of n.37,43 The particle sizes of QD-530 and QD-620 are �2.5 nm
and �4.0 nm, respectively.

J. Mater. Chem. C, 2013, 1, 5654–5660 | 5655



Fig. 3 Optical spectroscopy characterization of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-620/
LDH)n (n ¼ 0–20) UTFs: (a) fluorescence spectra, (b) their photographs under UV
light (365 nm) irradiation as well as the pristine (QD-620/LDH)20 UTF, (c) variation
in the color coordinates with the increase of n.
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The multilayer assembly process of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/
LDH)n UTFs was monitored by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy,
in which the absorption intensity at �500 nm attributed to
QD-530 increases linearly along with the bilayer number n
(Fig. S3†), indicating an ordered and uniform deposition
procedure. Fig. 2a displays the orescence spectra of these
UTFs: the emission peak at 440 nm is attributed to the (BTBS/
LDH)12 unit; while the one at 533 nm is due to the (QD-530/
LDH)n unit. It is observed that the peak intensity at 533 nm
shows a monotonic increase with the increase of bilayer
number of (QD-530/LDH) units. The gradual change in lumi-
nescence can be seen from photographs under UV illumination
(Fig. 2b). The color coordinate measurement CIE (Commission
Internationale de l'Eclairage)44 demonstrates that the lumines-
cence color can be tuned from blue (Table S2: CIE 1931: (0.159,
0.108); n ¼ 0)† to greenish blue (CIE 1931: (0.179, 0.254); n ¼ 8),
and then to bluish green (CIE 1931: (0.219, 0.376); n ¼ 20) by
simply changing the bilayer number of the green unit QD-530/
LDH (CIE 1931: (0.228, 0.503)) (Fig. 2c). Therefore, a gradient
change from blue to green can be achieved by assembly of QD-
530/LDH units onto the surface of (BTBS/LDH)12 UTF.

Blue/red color emission. The assembly process for B/R
bicolor luminescence involves the deposition of (QD-620/LDH)n
(n ¼ 0–20) units onto the as-prepared (BTBS/LDH)12 UTF, which
was monitored by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy (Fig. S4†).
The uorescence intensity at 630 nm shows gradual enhance-
ment upon increasing bilayer number (Fig. 3a), indicating the
uniform growth of lm assembly. The uorescence spectra of
these UTFs show no obvious emission shi in comparison with
the pristine BTBS/LDH and QD-620/LDH UTFs (Fig. 1), which
excludes the possibility of interaction or aggregation between
luminescence species. The photographs of these UTFs under UV
illumination (Fig. 3b) provide a visual verication of the strong
luminescent brightness. The color coordinate measurements
reveal that the luminescence color of the UTFs changes from
blue (Table S3: CIE 1931: (0.159, 0.108); n ¼ 0)† to purplish blue
(CIE 1931: (0.179, 0.123); n¼ 2), purple (CIE 1931: (0.245, 0.144);
n ¼ 4), reddish purple (CIE 1931: (0.377, 0.207); n ¼ 12) and
nally to purplish red (CIE 1931: (0.477, 0.255); n ¼ 20) in
sequence (Fig. 3c), by simply increasing the bilayer number of
Fig. 2 Optical spectroscopy characterization of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/
LDH)n (n ¼ 0–20) UTFs: (a) fluorescence spectra, (b) their photographs under UV
light (365 nm) irradiation as well as the pristine (QD-530/LDH)20 UTF, (c) variation
in the color coordinates with the increase of n.
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the red unit QD-620/LDH (CIE 1931: (0.589, 0.310)). As a result,
this method achieves nely tunable UTFs with strong lumi-
nescent brightness and attractive color chromaticity.
Assembly of white-color luminescent UTFs

White-color emission. We further carried out the fabrication
of white-color UTFs by using the blue, green and red building
units. In this case, the (QD-620/LDH) bilayer unit was deposited
onto the surface of as-prepared (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDHs)16
UTF (Scheme 1) and the whole process was monitored by UV-vis
absorption spectroscopy (Fig. S5†). In the uorescence spectra
of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDHs)16(QD-620/LDHs)n UTFs, the
emission peaks at 440, 533 and 630 nm corresponding to the
(BTBS/LDH), (QD-530/LDH) and (QD-620/LDH) units, respec-
tively (Fig. 4a), show no obvious shi in the maximum photo-
emission compared with the individual pristine building units.
The gradual enhancement of peak intensity at �630 nm
conrms the uniform growth and progressive color change
across the white region, which is visually shown in Fig. 4b. The
luminescent color of these UTFs varies from bluish green
((BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDHs)16(QD-620/LDHs)1 with CIE 1931:
(0.228, 0.382)) through the white region, nally to pink ((BTBS/
LDH)12(QD-530/LDHs)16(QD-620/LDHs)12 with CIE 1931: (0.407,
Fig. 4 Optical spectroscopy characterization of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/
LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)n (n ¼ 1–12) UTFs: (a) fluorescence spectra, (b) their
photographs under UV light irradiation (365 nm), (c) variation in the color coor-
dinates with the increase of n.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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0.308)) (see Fig. 4c and Table S4†). In particular, the lumi-
nescent color of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDHs)16(QD-620/
LDHs)n (n ¼ 5–8) UTFs passes through the white-light region of
the CIE 1931 diagram.

Precisely controlled white-color emission. The achievement
of precisely controlled white color is important, owing to its
wide use in displays and lighting, especially for the purposes of
energy conservation and simplication of equipment.45–48 By
adjusting the deposition sequence and relative ratio of the
BTBS/LDH, QD-530/LDH and QD-620/LDH units, luminescent
UTFs with nely tunable photo-emission in the white spectral
region were obtained. The detailed fabrication sequence and
optical characteristics of luminescence UTFs are shown in
Fig. 5. The color coordinates (Fig. 5A) show a very precisely
controlled variation in photoemission in the white color region,
based on careful tuning of the relative content of each mono-
color unit (Fig. 5C), which are visualized in the photographs
(Fig. 5B). Finally, we found that the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/
LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)7 UTF (denoted as f in Fig. 5C) shows the
best white-light emission, and its color coordinates (0.322,
0.324) are rather close to the standard coordinates of white light
(0.333, 0.333). In order to give a further insight into the merits
Fig. 5 Optical spectroscopy characterization of the (BTBS/LDH)m (QD-530/
LDH)n(QD-620/LDH)p UTFs: (A) the change in color coordinates in the white-light
region, (B) their photographs under UV light (365 nm), (C) the color coordinates
and detailed compositions of these UTFs.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
of this assembly method, the photoluminescence behavior of
a drop-cast lm was studied as a comparison sample, which
shows inhomogeneous uorescence, color distortion and
impurity (Fig. S6A†). This is attributed to the aggregation-led
red-shi and quenching (Fig. S6B†) as a result of the disordered
structure. Therefore, we have demonstrated the idea of
achieving white-light emission with high purity and strong
brightness via precise control of the mono-color assembly.

Intelligent uorescence UTFs

Intelligent materials, which can recognize external stimuli and
produce a denite response, are promising in many applica-
tions including sensing, health monitoring and multi-
functionality.49–52 Based on the responses to external excitation
light via the alteration of emission color, uorescent materials
have been intensively investigated in the areas of anti-forgery,
colorimetric sensors and display devices.46,53 In this work, we
demonstrate the white-color UTF as an intelligent photo-
luminescence material which gives different emission colors in
response to different excitation light. According to the UV-vis
absorption spectra of these three chromophores (Fig. S2†) as
well as the wide excitation spectrum of QDs, it is suggested that
BTBS can be effectively excited at 360 nm while QD-530 and QD-
620 can be excited by photon energies above 500 and 600 nm,
respectively. This motivates us to explore the different emis-
sions in the presence of different excitation wavelengths. As
shown in Fig. 6, the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)20 (QD-620/
LDH)7 UTF displays three different emission spectra as well as
corresponding white, orange and red color, with the excitation
light of 360, 460 and 560 nm, respectively. When excited at
360 nm, the UTF exhibits emissions at 440, 533 and 630 nm,
which generates white light as a consequence. The excitation
light of 460 nm produces the emission peaks at 533 and 630 nm,
which results in orange light to the naked eye. In the case of
excitation light of 560 nm, only 630 nm emission was observed
Fig. 6 (A) The emission spectra, (B) photographs (taken under an RFPC light
source) of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)20(QD-620/LDH)7 UTF with different
excitation wavelengths: (a) excited at 360 nm, (b) excited at 460 nm, (c) excited
at 560 nm.

J. Mater. Chem. C, 2013, 1, 5654–5660 | 5657
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with red color display. In particular, the strong emission of
white, orange and red color can be visually and directly
observed by the naked eye without the assistance of any
instrument. Therefore, the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)20(QD-
620/LDH)7 UTF exhibits tunable white, orange and red emission
as a response towards the variation of excitation light, which is
expected to show potential uses in optical devices including
colorimetric sensors, photonic switches and multiband lters.54
Structural and morphological characterization

The structural andmorphological properties of these UTFs were
further studied. The small angle XRD patterns of the mono-
color UTFs (Fig. S7†) display the basal reection at 2q � 5.71�,
1.91� and 1.29� for (BTBS/LDH)30, (QD-530/LDH)30 and (QD-
620/LDH)30 UTF, respectively, indicating a periodic long-range
ordered superlattice structure of these UTFs with a repeating
thickness of 1.55, 4.62 and 6.80 nm. Additionally, the periodic
structure of the multi-color luminescent UTFs was also veried
(Fig. 7a). For instance, in the XRD pattern of (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-
530/LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)12 UTF (Fig. 7, a3), reections at 2q
1.26� and 1.9� were observed, corresponding to the basal
spacing of 4.65 and 7.01 nm associated with the superlattice
structures of QD-530/LDH and QD-620/LDH unit, respectively.
The reection of the BTBS/LDH unit is rather weak (Fig. S7A†)
and therefore was not observed. Similar results were also
obtained for the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)20 and (BTBS/
LDH)12(QD-620/LDH)20 systems (Fig. 7a, Table S5†). The surface
morphology of (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)20 (B/G), (BTBS/
LDH)12(QD-620/LDH)20 (B/R) and (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/
LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)12 (B/G/R) UTFs was investigated by SEM
and AFM. The top-view SEM images (Fig. S8A–S10A†) display the
homogeneity of these UTFs upon increasing bilayer number n,
Fig. 7 The structural and morphological characterization of (BTBS/LDH)12-
(QD-530/LDH)20, (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-620/LDH)20 and (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/
LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)12 UTFs: (a) XRD patterns, (b) top-view SEM images, (c)
tapping-mode AFM topographical images, (d) side-view SEM images.
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and typical SEM images for B/G, B/R and B/G/R UTFs are shown
in Fig. 7b. The AFM topographical images (2 mm � 2 mm) of the
multi-color UTFs are illustrated in Fig. 7C and S8B–S10B,† with
the root-mean square roughnesses of 5.977, 6.321 and 8.364 nm
for the B/G, B/R and B/G/R UTFs respectively (Table S6†), indi-
cating the continuous and smooth surface of these UTFs. The
UTF thickness can be estimated from their side-view SEM
images (Fig. S8C–S10C†), from which an approximately linear
increase of lm thickness as a function of n was observed.
Average thickness increments of 1.72, 4.58 and 6.40 nm per
bilayer cycle were obtained for BTBS/LDH, QD-530/LDH and
QD-620/LDH units, respectively (Table S6†), which is consistent
with the XRD observations (1.55, 4.62 and 6.80 nm). The results
further conrm the uniform and periodic layered structure of
these UTFs throughout the fabrication process.
Stability

Photo- and storage stability are of great signicance for multi-
emission materials, which would severely inuence their
applications in photonic or optoelectronic devices. Photo-
stability test was carried out by illuminating the LBL assembled
UTFs with UV light, in comparison with the drop-cast lm
which was prepared by simply dropping the mixed chromo-
phores solution onto the surface of quartz glass followed by
drying at room temperature. For the drop-cast lm aer 5 h
irradiation, the PL intensities at 440, 533 and 630 nm decreased
to 56.2%, 60.5% and 67.8% of their original values, respectively
(Fig. S11A†). However, Fig. 8a displays the uorescence inten-
sity changes at 440, 533 and 630 nm in the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-
530/LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)7 UTF as a function of bleaching time,
from which 71.4%, 75.6% and 78.1% of the original intensities
were maintained under the same test conditions. The results
demonstrate that the LBL assembled UTFs possess a better UV-
resistance capability by employment of the LDH matrix.

In addition, the storage stability test shows that �98% of its
initial uorescence intensity remained (Fig. 8b) aer three
months of measurement, in contrast to �89% (Fig. S11B†) for
the drop-cast lm with the samemeasurement. The inuence of
humidity was also investigated, and no obvious change in
uorescence intensity was observed with relative humidity
values of 30% and 70% (Fig. S12†). Moreover, by tting the
decay proles, the uorescence lifetimes were obtained.
Compared with the mono-color UTFs, the emission lifetimes of
Fig. 8 (a) Photostability of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)7
UTF upon irradiation by UV light (365 nm) for 300 min; (b) the fluorescence
intensity of the (BTBS/LDH)12(QD-530/LDH)16(QD-620/LDH)7 UTF (stored at room
temperature) recorded weekly for 3 months.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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multi-color and white-color UTFs at 440, 533 and 630 nm
become longer (Table S7†), which can be attributed to the
interaction between the chromophore and the rigid LDH
nanosheets. Therefore, it is concluded that the LDH nanosheets
provide a rigid and conned 2D microenvironment for the
ordered and uniform dispersion of chromophores, resulting in
the largely enhanced stability and prolonged uorescence
lifetime.
Conclusions

In summary, ordered luminous UTFs were fabricated by effective
assembly of inorganic LDH nanosheets with organic BTBS
molecules and QDs on quartz substrates. The UTFs exhibit a
periodic long-range heterogeneous structure, uniform
morphology and controllable lm thickness on the nanometer
scale. The luminescence color of the resulting hybridUTFs canbe
easily tuned over the whole visible-light spectrum, specically for
precisely regulatedwhite emission, by rational control of theR/G/
B color photoemissive building blocks as well as their sequence.
The uorescent intensity, photostability and storage stability are
remarkably enhanced due to the immobilization of chromo-
phores within the interlayer region of LDH nanosheets. More-
over, the B/G/R UTF displays intelligent photoluminescence
behavior which gives different emission colors (white, orange,
red) in response to different excitation light. It is anticipated that
this facile and cost-effective strategy for accurately tuned multi-
color and white-light emission would facilitate potential appli-
cations in displays, lasers and optoelectronic devices.
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